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Ball Publishing

Ball RedBook
Greenhouse Structures, Equipment, and Technology
Edited by Chris Beytes

Based on real-life experiences from experienced industry professionals, including equipment and
greenhouse manufacturers and growers, the presented information covers all aspects of
commercial greenhouses and the equipment needed to run them—the structures themselves,
benches, irrigation, heating and cooling, environmental controls, mechanization, and
automation. The most recent developments in greenhouse evolution are discussed, as are the
varieties of available greenhouse structures and specialized structures, including headhouses,
chemical storage facilities, and retail greenhouses. New to the 19th Edition is a section on The
Cannabis Greenhouse.

HB 9781733254113 £54.99 May 2021 Ball Publishing 274 pages
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Ball RedBook
Crop Culture and Production
Allison Westbrook Edited by Jim Nau, Bill Calkins

This essential resource for professional plant growers includes techniques and advice intended
for real-world greenhouse and nursery production. Information is offered on the basics of crop
culture—media, nutrition, irrigation, water quality, light, temperature, crop scheduling, growth
regulators, pest management, and more. In the Crops section, which is organized by botanical
name, you will find details about propagation, growing on, insect and disease control,
troubleshooting, and postharvest care. The plants represented in this compendium include
annuals, perennials, flowering potted plants, herbs, vegetable bedding plants, and a new and
detailed section on cannabis/hemp.

HB 9781733254120 £72.99 May 2021 Ball Publishing 750 pages

Ball Culture Guide
The Encyclopedia of Seed Germination
Jim Nau

An updated and expanded version of the popular Ball Culture Guide, this in-depth reference
guide provides specific information for nearly 400 crops, including 97 new species, in easy-to-
read reference charts. Includes expanded plug information, 288-cell production, and perennial
liner information.

PB 9781733254106 £54.99 September 2020 Ball Publishing 340 pages

Bookbaby

The Flowerdaze Farm Regenerative Guide to Cannabis
A Season-Long Recipe Book for the Beyond-Organic Gardener
Jacob Johnson, Karla Avila

The New Grow Bible for all-natural, regenerative cannabis farming! Award-winning cannabis
cultivators and regenerative farmers Jacob Johnson and Karla Avila of Flowerdaze Farm share
their season-long recipe book for the beyond-organic gardener, providing a complete guide to
cannabis cultivation and soil building using only all-natural, homemade or farm-sourced
ingredients. Ideal for both commercial farmers and home gardeners who desire to grow
exceptional quality cannabis and food in closed-loop systems without the use of synthetic or
store-bought pesticides or fertilizers, while regenerating the land and building healthy soil.
Includes insights into various natural farming traditions and methodologies including biodynamic
practices, Korean natural farming, and permaculture.

PB 9781543957334 £27.99 May 2020 BookBaby 58 pages

Little Seed, Little Seed, What Will You Be?
Colleen Schleider, Sheila Alejandro

A little girl receives a package of seeds. Each day she nurtures her seed. She learns through Little
Seed all she needs to do to help Little Seed grow and grow. She patiently watches and waits to
see what Little Seed will grow up to be. This is a heartwarming story about loving and learning
how to plant and cultivate a garden through the eyes of a little girl and her Little Seed. Watch
Little Seed bloom and grow into something wonderful, you shall see!

PB 9781543930757 £7.00 May 2018 BookBaby 24 pages
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Flowers of My Life
Dixie Shoopman

As the author sits in her daughter's back yard, she gazes around and recognizes that so many of
the garden blooms and plants have a special meaning in her life. At the urging of her now-grown
children, she shares the meanings of many of the most important flowers from her young life:
the marigolds seeds that came in a bag of Fritos; the red buds branches her mother always
displayed in a blue vase on Valentines Day; the zinnias that signaled summer. This beautiful
collection reminds us of the treasured blooms in the memories of those we love, and even more
importantly, it reminds us to get into writing the gift of our memories for those who love us.

HB 9781098322069 £30.99 December 2020 BookBaby 84 pages

Boulder Books

A Newfoundland Garden
Growing fabulous flowers, fruit, and vegetables in a maritime climate
Todd Boland

Gardening in Newfoundland comes with a distinct set of challenges, including erratic weather,
variable seasons, and unique geology and soil conditions. But with the right knowledge and
careful plant selection, beautiful and bountiful gardens are not only possible, but within just
about everyone’s reach.

In A Newfoundland Garden, author Todd Boland draws on four decades of hands-on gardening
experience as well as his work at Memorial University’s Botanical Gardens to deliver a beginner-
friendly guide to designing, planting, and caring for your garden.

Learn to select the best perennials for your area, choose the perfect tree, plan your backyard
vegetable garden, successfully grow fruits and berries, and much more. Dedicated to all the
determined gardeners in this province A Newfoundland Garden is a comprehensive and practical
guide to set you up for gardening success.

About the Author: Todd Boland has been gardening for over 40 years. Todd is currently

the research horticulturalist at Memorial University of Newfoundland’s Botanical Gardens.

PB 9781989417294 £16.99 May 2021 Boulder Books 160 pages

Shrubs and Vines for Atlantic Canada
Choose the best plants for your location
Todd Boland

Written specifically for Atlantic Canada, this guide gives you the tools and information you need
to select, place, and care for the shrubs and climbers best suited to your garden.

Shrubs and vines make up the skeleton of a garden, providing structure, defining spaces, and
contributing to privacy or windbreaks. Some are chosen for flamboyant floral displays, others for
colourful leaves. But they can be tricky to grow and maintain in this region’s climate and soil
conditions.

With over 40 years of gardening experience in Atlantic Canada, author Todd Boland has deep
expertise in overcoming these challenges to build spectacular gardens. In Shrubs and Vines for
Atlantic Canada, he shares this knowledge, along with hundreds of his own full-colour
photographs to inspire and inform.

PB 9781989417287 £23.99 April 2021 Boulder Books 212 pages
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Caitlin Press

Freshly Picked
A Locavore's Love Affair with BC's Bounty
Jane Reid

Take a delightful journey through BC’s extraordinary bounty and explore the secrets of locally
grown fruits and vegetables. In Jane Reid’s new book, Freshly Picked, foodies, locavores and
gardeners will discover fascinating information about the plentiful harvests that BC farmers
produce every year. In this beautiful colour edition, Reid shares valuable tips on where and when
to find the freshest fruits and veggies, plus storage hints and simple recipes that bring out the
full flavour of BC’s offerings one fruit and vegetable at a time. With her vast collection of historical
tidbits Reid shares the surprising facts about the sex life of corn, the checkered reputation of
garlic, how beans saved mankind, and more. A committed locavore, Reid passes on stories of
local farming, the traditions of preserving foods, and the benefits of eating locally grown fruits
and vegetables.

Freshly Picked: A Locavore’s Love Affair with BC’s Bounty is an essential read for any local food
lover. Season by season, Reid offers stories, memories, and tales of love and affection for the
best of what BC has to offer.

PB 9781987915792 £14.99 October 2018 Caitlin Press 224 pages

Hamad Bin Khalifa University

Gardening in Arabia
Fruiting Plants in Qatar and the Arabian Gulf
Shuaa Al-Sada

Gardening in Arabia: Fruiting Plants in Qatar and the Arabian Gulf features 35 types of fruit trees
and plants that are grown in our beloved country, Qatar, and in other Arabian Gulf countries.
These are trees and plants that have shown their ability to thrive in this unique and challenging
climate, producing luscious fruits of exceptional flavor. Trees and plants detailed in this book
range from bananas to strawberries. There is a special section on date palms, an essential part
of Middle Eastern culture and diet for millennia. Here you will find the scientific name of every
tree and plant, along with their English names, and a full description of each. There is useful
advice on where, when and how to cultivate these trees and plants in your own garden, and how
to treat their most common pests and diseases. The uses of each plant are also featured.
Stunning photographs throughout will allow you to recognize the trees and plants and to enjoy
their remarkable beauty.

PB 9789927129247 £29.99 November 2018 Hamad Bin Khalifa University 262 pages
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Gardening in Arabia
Ornamental Trees of Qatar and Arabian Gulf
Shuaa Al-Sada

Gardening in Arabia: Ornamental Trees in Qatar and the Arabian Gulf features over 70 types of
ornamental trees and palms that are grown in our beloved country, Qatar, and in other Arabian
Gulf countries. These are trees and palms that have shown their ability to thrive in this unique
and challenging climate, and range from Acacias to Washingtonia palms. Here you will find the
scientific name of every tree and palm, along with their English names, and a full description of
each. There is useful advice on where, when and how to cultivate these trees and palms in your
own garden, and how to treat their most common pests and diseases. The uses of each plant are
also featured. Stunning photographs throughout will allow you to recognize the trees and palms
and to enjoy their remarkable beauty.

PB 9789927129230 £29.99 November 2018 Hamad Bin Khalifa University 358 pages

Les Amis Du Jardin Botanique

Bonsai | Penjing
The Collections of the Montréal Botanitcal Garden
Danielle Ouellet

The Montréal Botanical Garden's collections of bonsai and penjing are among the best in North
America, including more than 350 trees, some dating from the 17th century. For the first time,
these stylized horticultural creations have been brought together in a single volume, illuminating
the evolution of the aesthetic tradition of this Asian art form.

Featuring beautifully rendered photographs of many of the miniature trees in the
collection, Bonsai | Penjing: The Collections of the Montréal Botanical Gardenoffers an up-close
view of these extraordinary specimens. Miniaturized reflections of their natural environment,
these works of horticultural art translate the world views of bonsai and penjing masters from
different philosophical traditions. In a few instances, they integrate contemporary North
American vision of the ancient Asian traditions.

Author Danielle Ouellet interviewed many of the artists who created these works, in some
instances travelling to Asia to meet with some of the contemporary masters of this art form. As
a result, she brings to life an historical portrait of Bonsai and Penjing, their underlying aesthetic
principles, and an understanding of how to view and interpret the captivating living culptures of
these traditions.

HB 9782980121852 £55.99 September 2019 Les Amis du Jardin botanique 276 pages
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Lone Pine Media

Herb Gardening for Canada
Laura Peters

Herbs add fragrance, beauty and practicality to your garden — and it’s easy to grow a wide
variety of them just about anywhere in Canada. This book, by veteran garden writer Laura Peters,
offers handy tips and advice on growing 47 varieties of herbs perfect for Canadian conditions: *
Starting, maintaining and harvesting herbs * Propagation and winter care * Solutions to common
garden problems. * This practical book will help you contribute to the age-old tradition of using
herbs to flavour foods, give seductive scents to potpourris and perfumes, and add healthful,
healing qualities to lotions and lip blams: * Exotic herbs such as kaffir lime, lemongrass, red
valerian, fenugreek and stevia can be grown easily across Canada * Edible flowers such as
nasturtiums and calendula can be grown for salads and flavouring in teas, honeys and butters *
Fragrant herbs such as basil, rosemary and sage can be used in infusions, herbal baths and soaps.

PB 9781774510377 £19.99 March 2021 Lone Pine Media BC 248 pages

Vegetable Gardening for Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba
Laura Peters

The Canadian prairies are an ideal place to grow a huge variety of vegetables, and there are
plenty of healthful and economic benefits to having your own garden. Whether you have a
traditional backyard space or several containers on a high-rise balcony, you can grow a season-
long supply of tasty produce. Best-selling garden writer Laura Peters provides all you need to
know to dig in: * Basics such as light, soil, exposure and frost tolerance * Almost infinite garden
styles, including raised beds and limited space gardening * Preparing the garden and selecting
which vegetables to grow where * Recommended varieties, including new, traditional, heirloom
and unusual selections * Seasonal care, including mulching, weeding and watering * Tips
throughout, including how to extend the growing season and what to do with your harvest *
Organic approaches to management of pests and diseases * An appendix featuring companion
plants and relationships * Helpful hardiness maps, and delicious colour photos throughout. *
From A to Z–yummy asparagus, through to healthy kale and peculiar kohlrabi, all the way to
colourful peppers, potatoes, tomatoes and zucchini–it’s all here in this informative gardening
guide.

PB 9781774510414 £20.99 March 2021 Lone Pine Media BC 272 pages

Edible Container Gardening for Canada
Rob Sproule

Gardeners acrosss Canada are keen to convert their containers into growing vegetables and
other edibles and Rob Sproule, Canada’s newest gardening guru, guides you in the right direction
for stunnning plant combinations and care. Like to eat Greek? Italian? He’s got and edible combo
for you.

About the Author: Rob Sproule is co-owner of Salisbury Greenhouses, a large family-owned

gardening business that has operated for more than 45 years. A member of the third generation
of the Sproule family, he is the bestselling author of New Annuals for Canada, Garden Design
with Colour and Edible Container Gardening for Canada. He is a gardening columnist for a variety
of publications and makes regular television appearances that spread his enthusiasm for
gardening. He is also a weekly columnist on CBC Radio.

PB 9781774510391 £20.99 March 2021 Lone Pine Media BC 272 pages
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The Canadian Edible Garden
Vegetables, Herbs, Fruits and Seeds
Alison Beck

Food plants have their own ornamental value, adding harmony to existing landscapes without
creating a separate vegetable garden. They also provide a fresh, healthy alternative to the
tasteless and woody fruits and vegetables bred for long-distance transportation and shipped to
our grocery stores from all over the world. In this book, we show how, with just a little effort,
you can augment your landscape with edibles of every description in an ecologically sustainable
manner: * 65 accounts of vegetables, herbs, fruits and seeds * Veggie favorites: tomatoes,
lettuce, carrots, beans and onions * Berries: blueberries, raspberries, blackberries and
strawberries * The superhealthy: flax, broccoli, kale and garlic * The oddly beautiful: Brussels
sprouts, kohlrabi, asparagus and artichokes * The ancient and exotic: quinoa, amaranth and
fennel * Starting, maintaining and harvesting an edible garden * Propagation and winter care *
Solutions to common garden problems.

PB 9781774510353 £19.99 March 2021 Lone Pine Media BC 248 pages

Otago University Press

Common Ground
Garden histories of Aotearoa
Matt Morris

Common Ground: Garden histories of Aotearoa takes a loving look at gardens and garden
practices in Aotearoa New Zealand over time.

While a lot of gardening books focus on the grand plantings of wealthy citizens, Matt Morris
explores the historical processes behind ‘humble gardens’ – those created and maintained by
ordinary people.

From the arrival of the earliest Polynesian settlers carrying precious seeds and cuttings, through
early settler gardens to ‘Dig for Victory’ efforts, he traces the collapse and renewal of home
gardening culture, through the emergence of community initiatives to the recent concept of food
sovereignty.

Compost, Māori gardens, the suburban vege patch, the rise of soil toxin levels, the role of native 
plants and City Beautiful movements ... Morris looks at the ways in which cultural meanings have
been inscribed in the land through our gardening practices over time. What do our gardens say
about us, and where we have been?

Matt Morris digs deep in Common Ground.

About the Author: Matt Morris has always lived in Christchurch. After completing a PhD on

Christchurch’s garden history he began working in the Sustainability Office at the University of
Canterbury, where he has been working for the past ten years.

PB 9781988592572 £23.00 February 2021 Otago University Press 284 pages
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Robert D. Reed Publishers

A Kid's Herb Book
For Children of All Ages
Lesley Tierra

More Americans are taking responsibility for their own health by exercising more and eating
healthier, and they are encouraging children to do the same. They want the latest information
on health, nutrition, and herbs. They are turning to more natural healing techniques to improve
their health and vitality, to prevent disease, to boost immunity, to improve mental functioning,
and to increase their energy levels so that they can keep up with their increasingly hectic lives
and careers. There is also great interest in organic foods and gardening and support for
sustainable agriculture. Many Americans want to reduce toxic chemicals (pollution), and there is
concern for the health of the environment.

Respected herbalist, educator, and author Lesley Tierra, L.Ac. (a California State and nationally
licensed acupuncturist and herbalist, with a private clinical practice in Santa Cruz, California) is a
founding and professional member of the American Herbalists Guild, and a contributing writer
and Dean of the East West Herb School. In her timely, informative, and delightful new workbook,
A Kid’s Herb Book, she shares healing wisdom with children and their parents. This unique and
clever book is a creative blend of practical information, projects, activities, preparations, color-
in artwork, stories, lore, interesting herbal tidbits, and original songs about herbs by Michael
Tierra (Lesley’s husband, respected herbalist, acupuncturist, and best-selling author).

PB 9781885003362 £22.99 January 2018 Robert D. Reed Publishers 264 pages

Schiffer Publishing

Regional Landscape Architecture: Southern California
Mediterranean Modern
Jeffrey Head

What makes a garden regionally appropriate? Fifteen private gardens designed by leading
landscape architects answer that question for arid Southern California by directly addressing the
climate, landscape, and culture they inhabit. Whether small or large, urban or rural, luxurious
or low budget, these resilient outdoor spaces are finely attuned to the Mediterranean climate
and the indoor-outdoor lifestyle for which Southern California is known. They make use of local
building materials and craftspeople and offer their owners a unique emotional connection to
nature. Firmly planted in time and place, the projects, complete with plans, define not so much
a style as an experience and thrive with little effort from their owners.

HB 9780764358364 £31.99 November 2019 Schiffer Publishing Ltd 160 pages

Regional Landscape Architecture: Northern California
Rooted in Resilience
Jeffrey Head

What makes a garden regionally appropriate? Fifteen private gardens designed by leading
landscape architects answer that question for Northern California by directly addressing the
climate, landscape, and culture they inhabit. Whether small or large, urban or rural, luxurious or
low budget, these resilient outdoor spaces are finely attuned to the area’s microclimates and the
indoor-outdoor lifestyle for which Northern California is known. They make use of local building
materials and craftspeople and offer their owners a unique emotional connection to nature.
Firmly planted in time and place, the projects, complete with plans, define not so much a style
as an experience and thrive with little effort from their owners.

HB 9780764358357 £31.99 November 2019 Schiffer Publishing Ltd 160 pages
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Sempervivum
A Gardener’s Perspective of the Not-So-Humble Hens-and-Chicks
Kevin C. Vaughn

Sempervivum have long fascinated gardeners and are useful plants for gardening situations in
which other plants might fail. Many people are aware of only a single, rather uninteresting green
cultivar, but selections from the wild and the work of hybridizers have resulted in over 7,000
cultivars with a range in size from 1/2 in. to over one foot in diameter and colors from gold to
black. Clearly the gardener has never had a better choice. This book covers all aspects of their
history, taxonomy, culture, propagation, hybridizing, people involved in the production of
Sempervivum, and a long list of cultivars that are recommended for the gardener. Color
illustrations show not only the cultivars, but garden uses and cultural practices.

HB 9780764355127 £31.99 May 2018 Schiffer Publishing Ltd 208 pages

Trine Day

Medical Growing
A Garden of Peace
Daniel Boughen

Employing proven flower-growing techniques used by commercial greenhouses the world over,
the growing of cannabis plants is demystified in this helpful gardening book. The natural cycles
and growth of the plant are explained, as is how to sprout seedlings, manage growth and soil,
how and when to use nutrients, what to look for when it is flowering and finishing, how to cure,
and a little about what cannabis can be used for in day-to-day living.

Advising to grow the crop patiently, take notes, and observe results, the book also includes a
growth journal that makes keeping track a breeze. Plans for an herb hut are provided to make it
easy to build an outdoor greenhouse.

Easy-to-use and efficient methods, materials that are inexpensive and easy to find, and
explanations that suit the simple truth of the environment are all presented in this all-in-one
guide to growing a successful crop of cannabis.

PB 9781634241021 £22.99 September 2018 Trine Day 144 pages

University of Regina Press

The Way of the Gardener
Lost in the Weeds Along the Camino de Santiago
Lyndon Penner

Reverence takes on a new meaning in this original memoir of an avid gardener walking the
Camino de Santiago.

The Camino de Santiago has been a journey for pilgrims for more than 1,000 years, testing—to
varying degrees—their spirit, faith, and physical endurance. Lyndon Penner’s attention lies
elsewhere. A renowned gardener and lover of literature, he revels in the plants, trees, and
flowers that tell the history of the people and ecology of northern Spain.

Brimming with wry observations—of nature, himself, and other pilgrims on the road—The Way
of the Gardener reveals the beauty and the darkness of the human condition while underscoring
the deeply fascinating nature of nature itself. This textured work makes for perfect armchair—
or garden—reading.

HB 9780889777835 £68.99 March 2021 University of Regina Press 224 pages
PB 9780889778061 £19.99 March 2021 University of Regina Press 180 pages



Title Format ISBN RRP (£) Qty Total

A Kid's Herb Book PB 9781885003362 £ 22.99

A Newfoundland Garden PB 9781989417294 £ 16.99

Ball Culture Guide PB 9781733254106 £ 54.99

Ball RedBook: Crop Culture and Production HB 9781733254120 £ 72.99
Ball RedBook: Greenhouse Structures, Equipment,
and Technology HB 9781733254113 £ 54.99

Bonsai | Penjing HB 9782980121852 £ 55.99

Canadian Edible Garden, The PB 9781774510353 £ 19.99

Common Ground PB 9781988592572 £ 23.00

Edible Container Gardening for Canada PB 9781774510391 £ 20.99

Flowers of My Life HB 9781098322069 £ 30.99

Freshly Picked PB 9781987915792 £ 14.99

Gardening in Arabia PB 9789927129247 £ 29.99

Gardening in Arabia PB 9789927129230 £ 29.99

Herb Gardening for Canada PB 9781774510377 £ 19.99

Little Seed, Little Seed, What Will You Be? PB 9781543930757 £ 7.00

Medical Growing PB 9781634241021 £ 22.99
Regional Landscape Architecture -- Northern
California HB 9780764358357 £ 31.99
Regional Landscape Architecture -- Southern
California HB 9780764358364 £ 31.99

Sempervivum HB 9780764355127 £ 31.99

Shrubs and Vines for Atlantic Canada PB 9781989417287 £ 23.99
The Flowerdaze Farm Regenerative Guide to
Cannabis PB 9781543957334 £ 27.99

The Way of the Gardener HB 9780889777835 £ 68.99

The Way of the Gardener PB 9780889778061 £ 19.99
Vegetable Gardening for Alberta, Saskatchewan
and Manitoba PB 9781774510414 £ 20.99
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